[Preferential modification of replicating DNA by benz(a)pyrene)].
The nuclei of cells from regenerating rat liver were incubated with benzo(a)pyrene and the concentrations of the metabolites that covalently bound to DNA of different nuclear fractions were compared. It appeared that DNA associated with nuclear matrix (containing replicating DNA) is modified most intensively. The synchronized mouse embryo cells were incubated with benzo(a)pyrene during S phase and the levels of modifications in short and long single-stranded DNA fragments were compared. It has been observed that replicating DNA is represented in short fragments. These short DNA fragments were found to be modified by benzo(a)pyrene 4-9 times more intensively than total DNA. The possible mechanisms of both the increase in the number of DNA modifications in proliferating cells and the reason for the enhancement of carcinogenic effect on dividing cells are being discussed.